enhancing the quality of life in
the communities we serve

landlord services

Based in Texas

Nationally Connected
Falcon Realty Advisors is a proud member of Realty
Resources, a member-owned retail real estate brokerage
group that combines the leading firms from more than 25
cities around the country into one network. Additionally,
Falcon has strategic partners in nearly all additional
major markets throughout the United States.
With nearly 55 partner offices, Falcon’s clients enjoy the
best of both worlds:
W I D E G E O GRAP H I C AL RE AC H
+
K N OW L E D G E A B LE LO C AL EXP E RTI S E .

Whole Foods
Dallas, TX

We have an eye for
the unexpected
Low-hanging fruit rarely translates into high returns.
That’s why we look for less obvious opportunities,
applying creative thinking and discerning judgment to
hard data so we can capitalize on advantages others
might be missing.

For more than 20 years, we’ve worked successfully with Falcon
to pinpoint the best communities to roll out new stores. They
are an integral extension of our team and know our business
inside and out, making it an invaluable partnership.
Whole Foods

ROSS
Kansas City, MO

We do what’s right,
not just right now
It’s our responsibility to sometimes tell clients things
they may not want to hear. In our book, long-term
compatibility trumps instant gratification any day of the
week — and creates much happier marriages of client and
community.
It’s more than transactions to us. We’re patient to find the
right location. Sometimes the ideal fit isn’t right today.

Our clients—and the relationships that we’ve built together—have
been key to Falcon’s growth. Many of our clients have been with us
for over 20 years and we see that as a clear indicator of our success.
Tim Hughes, Founder/CEO

Petco
Kansas City, MO

We build bridges
Where some see transactions, we see long-term
investments. It’s an attitude that applies to every aspect
of our firm, from our “quality over quantity” approach
to our focus on community, and from our culture of
collaboration to our lightning-fast responsiveness to
clients. It’s all about making connections that make a
difference.
At Falcon, it’s not a matter of “us” and “them” — it’s a
matter of “we.” We work with clients whose cultures align
with our own, and whose organizations we fully embrace.
That means we’re invested, not just from a financial
perspective, but from an emotional one as well.

Why the Falcon Team
1

100%
FOCUSED

Falcon has more than 20 years expertise in project
leasing for current and new developments as well as
disposition of restaurants and retail throughout Texas
and US markets.

2

TEAM
APPROACH

We have unique team expertise to leverage.
We believe that two heads are better than one.

3

ART &
SCIENCE

4

5

We start by looking for developments and projects we can
believe in. We identify the need, understand the art, and develop
the science.

NATIONAL
REACH

Successful execution of disposition work for multiple
national concepts using our expansive network and
relationships for new intelligence and solutions outside
of our local market.

POWER
OF NO

Prioritize prospects. Eliminate certain tenants based on
thorough analysis and subjective instinct specific to the
subject site.
We’re in it for the long haul and we advise our clients
accordingly. Patience = success.

Services
Falcon’s Restaurant & Entertainment Group has been
advising clients on a variety of services since 2002.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retail/Restaurant Project Leasing
Surplus Disposition
Negotiations & Coordination
Market Strategy
Build to Suit
Construction Management
Sale/Leasebacks
Private Equity
Site Selection
Concept & Branding Advisory
Franchise Recruitment

I worked with the Falcon Team while I was CEO of Eatzi’s Market
& Bakery. Their long term view impressed me and set them apart
from others that I have worked with. Working closely with them
today has only strengthened my original opinion. They treat every
location like it will be your only location.”
Lane Cardwell, Restaurant & Entertainment Group

Steps to Success

1

2

3

4

UNDERSTAND
THE LISTING

CONFIRM
OBJECTIVES

STUDY THE
REAL ESTATE

APPLY
RESEARCH

Complete the initial
homework

Meet with client &
learn their priorities

Understand the
current location

Based on client
meetings, apply key
criteria to the listing

Visit the
development

Understand –
existing NOI vs
budgeting NOI at
year end

Look for
correlations &
differences:

‘Be the consumer’

•Demographics

Determine what is
most important in
your CRE team

•Segmentations
•Co-tenancy

Eliminate certain
tenants through
analysis and
subjective instincts

Establish goals &
objectives of listing

Develop a listing
strategy

Release the hounds
(market strategy)

•Psychographics

Identify the point
of differentiation

Solidify a target
prospect list

• Cellular Data

Define the concept

Falcon understands our brand and business model. They conduct outstanding
work managing and strategizing on site selection with our numerous
franchisees. Likewise, Falcon has negotiated some amazing deals in strong
locations to meet our target and drive membership success.”
Mark Jenkins, Director of Location Development – HOTWORX

5

6

7

8

PREVIEW &
TOUR

FOCUS, PRIORITIZE,
PREPARE

TELL THE
STORY

NEGOTIATION
& APPROVAL

Develop strong
imagery to
enhance
the product
experience

Further refine the
elements of the
story to
prospects

Engage with
clients, prospects,
and the larger real
estate community
to tell the story

Develop and
negotiate the LOI
with the client

Tour the market
Gather feedback

Crystallize the
prospect’s
understanding of
the product and
benefits

Prepare RE
committee approval
package
Upon receiving
approval, provide
support throughout
the transaction
process

Marketing Tools & Strategy
PROPERTY FLYERS

ONLINE LISTINGS

BROADCAST E-MAILS

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY

SATELLITE AERIAL IMAGERY

DRONE AERIAL IMAGERY

Marketing Tools & Strategy

CELLULAR DATA TRADE AREA ANALYSIS

Identify true customers
with real-time cellular data
DAILY VISIT VOLUMES

HOURLY VISIT VOLUMES

CUSTOMER JOURNEY TO & FROM

Using the latest cellular location data, we are able
to paint an incredibly accurate picture of a true
trade area for a property based on where visiting
individuals live or work.
Metrics including daily, hourly, and monthly
visitation, length of stay, where individuals
came from and left to, and many others help
determine the perfect candidates for tenancy in a
development.
We can then inspire confidence while telling the
story with a much clearer and more interesting
narrative backed by real-time data.

MARKET VOID ANALYSIS

COLD CALL STRATEGY

MULTI-VARIATE ANALYSIS

DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

Landlord Services Team
Beginning his career in 1983, his 35+ year focus in commercial real
estate is comprised of tenant representation, acquisitions, dispositions
and development for retail and restaurant brands in various markets
throughout the U.S.
Tim has represented major national and box retail brands focusing on
planning for new store development as well as assisting retailers with
non-preforming locations through strategies to redevelop or reposition
those assets to enhance exit strategy value for over 200 surplus
properties from New Mexico to Florida.

T I M HU GHE S
FOUNDER / CEO

He is also an advisor and principal in numerous acquisition and
development projects that buy, develop and redevelop retail assets for
retailers and restaurateurs.

Since starting his career in Real Estate, Sean has specialized in Tenant
Representation and Landlord Representation with a focus in restaurant
dispositions and new or re-developments. Sean has over 15 years of
restaurant experience working with corporate and franchisees.

SEAN LOCKOVICH
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Sean is a strategic, outside-the-box thinker who represents a number
of regional and national concepts assisting in expansion, developing
exit strategies for under-performing locations or transitioning a
redevelopment of assets into long-term income properties. Additionally,
Sean has worked in the following capacities: Subleases, Land
Redevelopment Strategy, Dispositions, New Developments, Investment
Sales Purchases.

Tey Tiner joins Falcon as a Senior Vice President after 14 years at UCR and
CBRE-UCR. Through his career, he has focused on clients needs instead
of transactions which has helped him achieve a successful track record in
retail leasing, tenant representation, and land sales.

TEY TINER
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Tey specializes in creating and executing growth plans for national, regional
and local concepts in Texas and bordering states. Currently, he represents
such tenants as My Eye Lab, Gloria’s Cuisine, Bourbon an Bones, Coldbeer
and Cheeseburgers, Rule the Roost, Edith Patisserie, Chopshop Live,
Monkey King, Public Taco, Carlo’s Bakery, A Suite Salon, Majestic Nail SpaCastle Nail Spa, Gaia Flow Yoga, Gen Korean BBQ, Murphy Oil, Thrive
Affordable Vet Care, Uptown Cheapskate, and Kid to Kid.
He also represents landlords for power and grocery-anchored centers and
pad sales and leases. Past notable projects include, Montgomery Plaza,
Inwood Village, Preston Forest Village, Craig Ranch—a 2,200-acre planned
development – Central Texas Marketplace, Marketplace at Craig Ranch,
Mockingbird Station, Firewheel Town Center, and Town Center Colleyville.

Walker was previously with the John T. Evans Company for the last nine
years, having started his career in retail real estate with Transwestern
in early 2007. Prior to that, he co-founded a casual restaurant chain in
Savannah, GA, drawing upon over a decade of experience in the restaurant
and hospitality business.
Responsibilities and expertise include leasing and sales for new retail and
restaurant development, retail and restaurant tenant representation, and
vacant asset leasing/disposition for a wide variety of clients, from the
multi-billion dollar REIT to the boutique developer.

WALKER HAIRSTON
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Boutique shop with
big firm experience
Tim Hughes
With over 35 years
of experience,
Tim founded
Falcon Realty Advisors and
consults clients including
Whole Foods, Petco and iPic
Theaters, to name a few.

Lane Cardwell
A senior leader who
has been on boards
of more than 40
restaurant concepts and has
opened over 1,700 restaurants.
Lane is also the past President of
PF Chang’s and Boston Market.

Michael Walters
As President of
the Restaurant
& Entertainment
Group, Michael has been
instrumental in carving our
restaurant representation niche.

Tucker Szybala
Tucker joined
Falcon in 2012 and
has specialized in
Tenant Representation for the
bulk of his career. Tucker’s focus
is on building market entrance
and new store growth strategies
for existing and new clients.

Nancy Tauzin
With over 11 years in
corporate operations
and management at
Falcon, Nancy has
experience in marketing strategy
at large national restaurant and
entertainment operators.

Sean Lockovich
Brings 15 years of
restaurant experience
working with
corporate and franchisees. He
focuses on Tenant Representation,
project leasing and investment
sales. Sean’s work ranges from
neighborhoods to the national level.

Walker Hairston
Expertise includes
leasing and sales
for new retail and
restaurant development, retail and
restaurant tenant representation,
and vacant asset leasing/disposition
for a wide variety of clients.

David Hurst, AIA
President of Falcon
Construction Advisors
with 30 years of
diverse experience in architecture,
construction management and
real estate development.

Jacqueline Stone
Specializing in Tenant
Representation,
Jacquie’s focus is on
market penetration, site selection and
building new store growth strategies
for existing and new clients. Her
passion for market research and
assisting market entries, has helped
her in executing those strategies.

Tey Tiner
Through his career,
Tey has focused on
clients needs instead
of transactions which has helped
him achieve a successful track
record in retail leasing, tenant
representation, and land sales.

Gabe Austein
Specializes in Tenant and
Landlord representation,
helping his clients
achieve the highest possible returns
across multiple product types.
Areas of focus include new store
growth strategies for restaurants and
retailers, leasing of existing and new
developments, and disposition work.

Will Adams
With over 15 years of
experience, Will has
worked in all aspects
of the business. At Falcon, Will is
responsible for the analysis and
facilitation of targeted opportunities
for our investment clients.

Chandler Minaldi
Specializes in Tenant
Representation for
the hospitality and
health and wellness industries while
using her diverse work portfolio and
international consulting background
to build lasting client relationships.

Vann Piazza
Leads the Falcon
marketing efforts with
over 10 years of CRE
industry experience specializing in
graphic design, digital campaign
strategy, brand development,
photography and market research.

A few of Falcon’s Clients...

*all concepts

Let’s work together
to enhance our
communities

972.404.8383
7859 Walnut Hill Lane
Suite 375
Dallas, TX 75230
falconcompanies.com

